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1 People who are still afraid of the Big Bad Wolf (Trump)
need to get over it & take the offensive. Leaving him in the
WH w/ obvious dementia is an atrocity. The passive
approach of waiting him out is immoral & unpatriotic. It
plays in to his denial & his enablers need to stay on

2 Pilots, drivers, bank employees & military personnel are not allowed to make

constant mistakes & be impaired. Trump will only worsen- dramatically.  

Hiding the meltdowns & dodging the truth about his condition is a crime, not a game.

Last night was bad. 
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1 Missed Trump's "Rear Window" speech. The highlights from 
clips so far - slurring, upper body jerking and that protruding 
tongue.  Once again, he stumbles badly reading a 
prompter.twitter.com/atrupar/status…

Aaron Rupar @atrupar
Replying to @atrupar
whoa. major reading fail here by Trump
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3 We’ve grown accustomed to seeing him standing like a pretzel, oddly balanced, hips

& torso out, shoulder down, head pitched sideways as he severely twists & corkscrews

his body- until the next involuntarily jerk hits & he twists again. Ask yourself, who

has a stance like this?
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4 Trump must be removed from office right now & go to the Mayo Clinic #1, or Johns

Hopkins #2, for an independent neurological exam & evaluation, work-up & MRI for

baseline progression. Not Walter Reed where Trump & his enablers dictate results

like 239 lbs & other absurd claims.

5 For a deep dive w/ examples, pics, lists & videos, here’s 8 layers of Trump

Frontotemporal Dementia threads going back to last summers G7. 
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1 If you’re feeling bad about Trump defiling July 4th, rest 
assured, we are in the final act. The deck is stacked & there will 
be no debate a/b Trump's mental & physical deterioration bc he 
will continue to sink to whatever depth people need to be 
convinced. It's intensifying.
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6 Message to MSM- Nicole Wallace has been the lone steady voice asserting what's in

plain sight. Interview Doctors. Obama's Doctor noted Trump's word finding issues b4

Hallie Jackson changed topics. Make it a headline now bc it will be a major story

soon. Stop being deferential.

7 Message to Congress- Pelosi opened the door to exposing Trump's obvious

dementia w/ direct comments. “Pray for him”, “Needs an Intervention.” Don’t let up.

Speak out & publicly challenge his abilities. At the same time turn the heat up to high

on impeachment to force the issue.

8 Message to GOP- As enjoyable as it would be to see Kamala Harris wipe the floor

w/ Trump in a debate, he won't be functional in a year. You'll have to replace him.
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• • •

You've enabled & assisted Putin & obstructed justice. Now you're the party that's

extending Trump's dementia stay

9 Message to Pence & Cabinet- This is shameful. How will you explain it later? “We

knew he was mentally impaired, but they didn't say what it was. We wanted to let him

stay as long as possible & we worked around it.” 

 

Do you think you'll have much of a future after allowing this?

10 Message to Trump's Doctors- The protocol you're following is tailor made for the

Trumps to abuse, bc he 

-refuses to be neurotically examined 

-has control of W. Reed doctors 

-has his own health summary made up for him 

 

You've been shut down. Think about your country & speak out

11 Message to Opportunists & Enablers- Covering for Trump or smuggling in

worthless drugs for him will have consequences. Even bigger ones are in store for a

Doctor prescribing such drugs, especially if they have stated he's healthy. Read up on

Elvis & Michael Jackson's doctors.

12 Message to the public- Awareness of Trump's dementia is way up now. When I told

friends after his 2015 escalator ride, few believed it. It's obvious now. It's a winning

argument bc Trump will keep deteriorating. There's no need to sell it. People will see

it at their own rate,

13 It’s been a long road since Jan 2017. Trump’s dementia arc is probably 2012-2024

w/ early years imperceptible & later years full incapacitation. Icebergs can take 3 yrs

to melt- but they all eventually do. Trump has continued melting since day one of his

installation in office


